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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
iadiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 

~-,ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING REVIEW COURSE 

LECTURE IX 
May 5, 1952 

E. Martinelli 

(Notes by~ To Miller, R. Byrns) 

UCRL .1949 

FARADAY'S LAW OF INDUCTION AND ENERGY OF A MAGNETIC FIELD 

LAW OF INDUCTION: 

Faraday's observation: (1831) 

Faraday discovered that relative motion between a magnet and a closeq 
electric circuit would induce an e.m.f. in the circuit and hence cUr
rent flow. 

MA6Nc:r· ~ U.ost=D t--v/eE 
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Faraday's law presents the last part of experimental evidence to be 
applied to Maxwell's equations and forms the connecting link between 
electric and magnetic fields. 

The la~ of induction is given by! 

(1) iR = -.l ..£.;..[[ ('jE · ~ c dt .1~ 
i =-current in wire ( e .s. u.) 

c = 3 x 1010 cm./sec. 

t = seconds 

ds = element of surface, S(cm.2) 

B = magnetic induction or magnetic flux in gauss. 

The minus sign indicates that the magnetic field induced by current 

I 
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flow tends to oppose a change in flux (Lenz's Law) . 

The surface integral sums the total magnetic flu~ thru the circuit. 

The equation states that the iR drop around any fixed closed loop 
equals the ra-lje of decrease of,total magnetic flux thru the loopo 

The equation··.· is valid for slow-varying currentso Generalizing for 
higher'frequencies the wire of.resistance R is rep~aced by an elec-
tric field. · · 

Using Ohm 1 s Law: 
...... .-..:.... 
i = o-E current density = conductivity x electric field 

Integrate around the.loop: 

jfMl :ftAdl 
A = cross sectional area of wire 

i' A = i = total current in wire where ri A dl assumes total 
current in wire is constant. . . ~ : .. 

Substituting it forji .l dl 

iL=;tE·~ 
"L ~ -L- = • dl 

d"A. 

But~ = iR where~ = total resi~tance erA O"'A. 

Then iR js . Cit 
Substitute in equation (1) for iR f! · dl =- ..1...~Jf. B ·To 

.I 4 • tit ._ : :t ¢ :here: ¢ = total flux 
_; ~ c dt 

The electrostatic field eqlials the negative rate of change of mag-
. netic' flux. · 

This is the· generalized form of.Faraday 1s Iaw.of·Induction ·since the 
wire has been eliminated. An electric field will exist with or with-
out the wire~ ' 

By Stokes'. Theor~m: 

"The surface integral of the curl of a vector function of.position 
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This is one of Maxwell's equations, Faraday's law in ~ifferential form, 
and relates electric and magnetic fields~ 

We had~ 

curl B.= 4-ff c 
~ . ~ 

curl E = .,. .l __@_ c dt 
~ _,., __.... ~ r 

I = i + _1_, ....Q!L 
4rr dt 

Maxwell's Equations 

(2) 

,-i.. -
(.3) div B = 0 

. ~ 

(4) curl B = ..1... ' dD + c dt . -· (5) curl E = - ...L ..9lL c dt· 

--4'11' i 
c 

.. _,. 

. .. 
' 

', 

Equations (2) and (.3) are equations of continuity and relate to the 
fields created by charges· at res"t;o . , 

Equations (2) states that.the divergence of the electric field, or lines 
_of electric force originating from.a region,in space, equals the charge 
per unit volume 0 The electric. force lines start and end ~:m ,charges 0 

Equation (.3), magne-:t;iccase analogous to (2) says that the divergence 
of B~ t~e magnetic induction-is ~qual"to zeroo The magnetic force lines 
cannot originate in a source or disappear into a sinkJ as many lines 
leave as enter a regiono ' · 

Equations (4) and (5) deal with fields produced by moving chargeso 
. . l .• 

Equations (4) states that.the curl of the ~gnetic inductio~ eql;lSlS 
the rate of change of displacement _current plus the current density. 
Displacement current may be illustrated by considering a capacity which 
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will not pass direct current, but will allow flow of a current varying 
with time e As the plate of a condenser charges up there develops in 
the surrounding dielectric what Mamell called a displacement currento 

Equation (5) says that the curl of the electrostatic field equals the 
negative rate of change of ·magnetic induction. This equation gives 
the values of the induced electric fields created by a change·of magne= 
tic fluxo Thus, as soon as one has a changing magnetic field, an elec- · 
trical field is present, and vice versao 

Enere:y Density in Magnet.ic Field 

,, 

For the electrostatic fteld·we found: 
-:a. ....a. 

energy density = Ue =- E8~D (gaussian units) 

1 - ~ Ue = - E · • D (MRS units) 
2 . 

For the electromagnetic field we expect: 
~ --.llio 
H • D 
s-rr (gau~si~n units, ergs/CJno3) 

tL =. -LH • D (MKS units, joules/meter3) 
Ill 2 . 

In general, the above eguations for Urn are not true because permeability 
is not as constant a factor as dielectrice They give energy density 
provided only soft, unsaturated iron is present, but are invalid for 
permanent magnetso 

In the electrostatic case we found~

total energy= U~ = ~~Vdv 
The magnetic form involvA~ ~ields: 

ti = ljH •Bdv m 2. 

- 1 L;e v· . ..,.~ t> 1 
2 1 

·~:. 

For the magnet'ic field we can't fi:nd ·the ~·calar potential V ~ because 
curl v is not equal tozeroo 

~ 

Given~ div B '= 0 
~ 

Let~ B = curl A 

Thus vector A is called a vector potential. (As opposed to a scalar 
potentialo) 

In general, any vector field' ·can be expressed in terms of a vector 
potential (s9lenoidal field) plus a scalar_ potential (irrotational 
field) 
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Given a number (k) of closed/circuits, i·represents the total current 
in each circuito 

O•QOz 
0 .·~~ 

i... ·. \___V k closed circuits 

um = + [_1kffi • ds -+ ~k ~ 
The above ·form involves sources o 

·~ 

The flux~ ¢, in loop 1 is give~ as a function of inductance L by: 

¢r = ~=lil + Lr-2i2 ~ 1r·3i3 + oooooooooooooooooo 

¢ depends <;m the geometry of the coils and will be a linear function 
of curre~to 

Lt-l is self-inductance. 

~=X = ~-H is mutual inductance 

. ~ 
Lr=l - ~1 ¢ is total flux in webers 

i is current in amperes 
L.is inductance in henrys 

We cian naw write equations for the magnet·ic energy in terms 
coefficient of induction (geometrical factors) o 

of the 

um = ~ LL~=hih ik 

U = ..1.... r.:t2 m ·· 2 (for one circuit only) 

We ~also haveg R. .,. 
·. ~ ~ 

U = ....L · -B e Hdv 
m 2 - volo 

U in joules 
Lin henrys 
i in amperes 

U in ergs 
H in gauss 
v in cm;,..3 
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Knowing the values of the fields we can calculate the energy and thus 
compute L. 

In the cyclotron one can assume all the energy is stored in the gap 
because of iron in the core. 

Given: 1500 amps. thru cyclotron magnet 
15,000 gauss uniform field 
22 inch gap 
180 inch diameter 

Volume of field (cm.3) = 22 ~ (180)2(2.54)3 

V = 9.16 x 106cm.3. 

1 = 91.6 henrys. 

This method can also be applied to air solenoids to find L (neglecting 
end losses). It cannot be used for all geometries and one must know 
the fields to use, but the approach will give rough approximationsc. 




